Destination name:

Alpine Pearls

Country:

Seat in AT (+: CH, I, DE, SI)

Theme

Facing the carbon & climate challenge in tourism, incl. soft mobility

Choose a theme from the dropdown list

Title

Insert a title for your good practice story, 2
lines max.

Main challenges

Describe here the main problem/issue(s)
that were solved with your good practice.

Solutions

Explain here the main action(s) your destination did in order to solve the problem.

Results

What were the results? Both quantitative
and qualitative.

Recognitions

If applicable, mention here the recognitions and praise that you received for your
solution.

Alpine Pearls E-Tour - 1.000 miles from Cogne (Italy) to
Bled (Slovenia) with electric cars

Tourism in the Alps is continuously growing and with it also Co2 emissions
connected to mobility to and from the destination as well as in the destination.
Alpine Pearls supports member destinations by improving and expanding
environmentally friendly tourist offers based on innovative sustainable mobility
solutions.
Alpine Pearls joins together over 20 Alpine villages in their quest for gentle
mobility and climate-friendly holidays. It is difficult to convince people that soft
mobility is a practicable sustainable solution to reduce CO2 emissions also in
the Alps. Attractive holiday offers and sensibilisation events like the Alpine
Pearls E-Tour are a very effective way to spread this message.
With our initiative we drove with 7 electric cars through 6 alpine countries,
supported by over 50 partners (from the European Commission and
Parliament to regions, provinces, national parks and private actors), efficiently
promoting sustainability, e-mobility, environmental care and circular economy,
in line with many of the UN Sustainable Development Goals.

Alpine Pearls E-Tour:
Candidate Guinness World Record (+16.000 elevation gain)

Key Success Factors

How did your destination overcome these issues? Please resume in 3 points.

Services and information
to reach the holiday
destinations in a
sustainable way

Attractive mobility offers
during the holiday, from
public transport to
electric mobility

Spreading the message
that a sustainable
holiday is a beautiful
experience

